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ARE YOU REALLY THIS PERSON? 
 
March 5, 2022 
4:38 p.m. 
 
“Let Me say the real way.” —YAHWEH 
 
I will give you a real work. You cannot be a real prophet with no world-level work and no 
surgings taking over your way.  
 
Two so-called regular outlets gave ways of spiritual seeing that they would not know. 
Their own way is wondering how the prophet could have such a great calling. It does not 
seem real or possible. But I have made you turn. I have made you become this person 
that no one craves to be near in drinking you in a full surging moving.  
 
Servant, they are afraid that you really have a self-leading movement, and they feel that 
there is real love for Me, but with a leading that is not real. They do not feel that you are 
being led by the Great Way. They feel you make up having this calling, this pretend way 
to work with Yahweh, which would say to the world that they think you struggle with 
being sound in mental ways. They feel you are in a fake way to drink this. They cannot 
believe you would be chosen for this level of work. 
 
They feel you do love Me, and you have prophetic ways, but they will not grasp the 
concept that you were trained in this way. How could any hear Yahweh the way you do? 
This has been the greatest moving against you from every preacher you hint concerning 
your way. They cannot hear Me in this way and struggle with how you can drink in My 
will with sentences.  
 
They give your work to their way of church equals and have debates on whether you can 
hear Me. If there were no conversations, they would feel you are okay and may still need 
some guidance to be like everybody else. They want you to be in a spiritual way that is 
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comfortable to what they can agree with. They want revival, and they seek Heaven on 
Earth, but there is no understanding that there needs to be a break away into what will 
be the new power way.  
 
They hunger for a new way but will reject a new way presented. They crave fresh ways, 
but they do not want to drink the new way if it doesn’t bring them their favorite church 
seat on church visit day. 
 
What are you doing sitting here within your hidden office way? Hoping I would bring 
people to your doorstep? There is no craving within for fame, but you want to begin to 
give out My will. Who can blame you? You worked without pay for over a decade. You 
give Me real service, longing to see real sign gifts taking over. 
 
Who will ever believe you are a prophet if you stay here? You need Yahweh to remove 
the curse from Houston as a dead way to give a way to push you out into the world. But 
I do not plan to remove the curse on the streety ministry way. Houston will stay dead 
until the fullness of time. I now separate you from being here in spirit dealings and will 
give you the world-level working way that will make a great crowd take a look. 
 
I bring you forward as a world-level prophet in natural work. It is here. Time to work out 
in the real world. Did I make a servant in the days of old beg to be believed? Yes, some 
of them took on rejection, but they did not beg for ministry offerings and crowd following. 
They did My work. They followed My will.  
 
I will prove We work with you. I will bring it all forward, the active messages. I will back 
up My word. You just give Me to the people; let Yahweh bring provision, protection, and 
Kingdom power.  
 
Here is what I see: It will be a season of heavy street ministry and sign gifts. We want 
you to travel around Paris and bring healing to the local streets. We want a street ministry 
headquarters in Las Vegas so that the LA crowd will feed in the work way. We see healing 
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rooms in various cities. We want a healing room in Washington, D.C., to bring a change 
into real freedom within the people. 
 
We want to take in very great pieces of property in Northern Virginia and make Great 
Falls, Alexandria, and Leesburg a space for building these ways. We will give interviews 
through our negotiation hub in Virginia Beach.  
 
Are you really this person? 
 
 


